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A Hale and Hearty Hello
February was a month for weather predictions. After spending 45 years in
one career where I was expected to be right, I realized I should have been a
meteorologist. Everyone expects you to be wrong. And when you are right
it’s give him a day off.
We canceled the HPD shoot because it was supposed to rain, no snow, no
rain and snow with wind, no wind but sketchy. What I’ve found since moving
here 23 years ago is that it can be clear and sunny in Reno. Or a snowstorm
somewhere else.
Again, looking to the weather predictions for ROOP it was supposed to be cold and windy and rainy or
something on Sunday. So, we moved the match to Saturday. The weather was nice, but it did get breezy and
cool towards the end of the match. We switched days Wednesday before the Saturday. I thought we wouldn’t
get much of a turn out. Well I was wrong. Who knew I could be wrong? We had 29 shooters. We shot 6
individual stages on 6 bays. So, thanks to all the steel handlers who set up. It was a lot of steel. Jackpot
Jerry did a great job putting them together.
We still only have a handful of people signed up for the RO 1 & 2 classes. Remember the organizations are
paying the class fees. We need more certified RO’s to handle the timer. There are two classes needed to be
an RO1 & 2. The first class is Saturday April 25 from 9am - 3pm. And again on Saturday May 16 from
9am - 5pm. Send me an Email if you want to attend at: jeich455@charter.net
If you haven’t been out to the range, you haven’t seen the new Motocross Course being built at the entrance
to the property. The new owner has really put a lot into the layout and the quality of the track. He expects to
set up quite a few races this year. He is also re-grooming the oval track.
That’s it for now. However - we need a Match Director for ROOP County Days.

El Jeffe Supremo
Ike

Howdy all,
Well we pulled off a pretty good match on Saturday instead of the foul weather
predicted for Sunday. It turned into a really windy day by the afternoon but we all
muddled through without any frostbite. Thanks to all that helped set up and
especially tear down the match. Setting up 6 separate stages is a lot of work. I
threatened to lock the gate until everything was put up, but didn’t need to go that
far. If we are going to continue doing that we need all hands on deck to help. We
had 29 shooters come out to see what Jackpot Jerry had in store for us. They
were really good stages that were from Winter Range and had 7 of us shoot
clean. A big thanks to all that helped and to Jackpot Jerry for ram-rodding the
whole match!!!
The stage writers calendar is mostly set and should be finalize in the next few
days. We still need some slots filled so take a look at the Scores Page under
Battle Born Ranger on our website. No new info on the new owner. I met him in
January and gave him my card, however as of this writing he hasn’t gotten back to me. He did say he had
two other businesses’ to deal with so hopefully he will get ahold of us soon.
BeeBad and I did make it to the Decorative Arms display at the NV museum of Art and it was real cool. If you
didn’t make it you really missed some awesome firearms. That man spent a few boatloads of cash building
that collection!
We’re having to say ‘Good Bye’ to some new friends. The Howlin Wolf clad is moving their business to
Texas. I still remember getting a call from Big Dave telling me about his friends who bought the Mernickle’s
Business. He said, “You’ve got to meet these fine people” and he was right! I got a hold of Howlin Wolf and
welcomed him to our community. I put him on our mailing list and soon after they all showed up in their
underwear supporting Fallen Grace’s Annual Underwear Shoot. They jumped right in with both feet and it
seemed like they had been around us for a long time. They are always there during the match to do what
ever needs to be done. We will miss their big smiles and helpful hands. Good luck my friends and if you are
ever in the area be sure to stop by and say ‘Hi’.
We need a stage writer for our March 8th Roop Monthly Match. If you can help us out let me know.

See you on the range,
Jasper

Howdy Y’all,
Well, our 2 February 2020 match was cancelled due to weather. 2nd time this winter we’ve
had to cancel an HPD match based on a less than desirable weather forecast.
Accordingly, there’s not much to tell you about in this month’s newsletter. However, I will
mention one item we need to consider: On both Sundays that we have cancelled recently,
there was fairly decent weather on the Saturday before.
In the future, should we reschedule the match to Saturday when weather looks sour on
Sunday???? That’s exactly what we did for Roop last week and it worked out very well.
Something to think about and we can discuss it at the Match on 1 March. See ya’ then!

Happy trails!
Georgia Blue
Howdy BBR Shooters,
Recently we have cancelled some matches and rescheduled another. Shooting on
Saturday appeared to be a good decision. \Which brings up the point regarding
Sunday, Saturday, weather conditions and starting times. I would like to get some
feedback regarding the memberships thoughts on these points. For the next four shoots
(HPD, ROOP, March & April) I will have on the counter during sign-ins a collection of
survey sheets for you to indicate your thoughts on these points. All you need to do is
use your alias on the respective sheets to indicate your approval that this is a good
idea.
The titles of the sheets:
 Leave the shoot on Sunday and cancel as needed due to weather.
 Based of weather predictions reschedule the shoot for Saturday.
 Leave the start time at 9AM all year around
 During the standard time (versus DST) change the start time to 10AM.
 If the weather forecast is terrible in the mornings, delay the start to no later than noon.
 If the weather forecast is terrible reduce the number of stages to ________ .
WTC ?
This last Sunday we had a discussion regarding the “call” when a firearm is staged with a hammer
back. This has been discussed many time before, but it appears to need YAE (yet another
explanation) ((any unix geeks reading this?)). There has been a recent rule change regarding going to the
firing line with a rifle hammer cocked or half cocked. This note is NOT about that issue.
If a rifle to staged (meaning the shooter put it down and no longer was in physical contact) the existing rules
apply. The TO will ask the shooter to point the rifle down range and pull the trigger.
1. If the gun goes “bang”: SDQ for leaving the loading table with a live round in chamber AND another SDQ
for staging a firearm in an unsafe condition (hammer cocked or half-cocked). Then MDQ for having two
SDQ on one stage.
2. If the gun does not go “bang” then SDQ for staging a firearm in an unsafe condition.
Please read January 13, 2020 wire forum for complete description by PWB.
I would like to add the additional comment. We all agree that this is the sole responsibility of the shooter to
make sure she/he knows the rules and follows them. OTOH (on the other hand) I would suggest it is
everyone’s responsibility to make the match safe at all times. The other shooters at the loading table should
have noticed the hammer was back, the TO should have noticed the hammer was back. When this happens
and you were at the loading table then you might stop and think to yourself “I should have seen that had I
looked”.

-wylie

Some things become so predictable.
Every time there’s a presidential election, I hear friends and family who say that it’s time to abolish the
Electoral College and go to a popular vote. They claim that the system created by the Founding Fathers is
fundamentally unfair and was created merely as a means of overcoming difficulties in travel and
communication in the 18th century. But nothing could be farther from the truth.
When the Constitution was signed, America consisted of the original 13 Colonies, nothing more. That means
that traveling on horseback, one could make it from Concord, N.H., to Washington, D.C. in 16 days. Or,
coming from the other direction, from Atlanta, Ga., to the capital in 21 days. That’s reason to delay the
declaration of a win, but nothing more. Either way, someone has to make it from the state capitals to the
national capital to carry the popular vote or carry the electoral votes.
Here’s what those who decry the Electoral College may not understand: We don’t have a national presidential
election. We have 51 separate but consecutive presidential elections (Washington, D.C. is the 51st). There’s
an excellent reason for that and it has to do with fair and democratic elections.

Want To Know About The REAL Constitution And What The Founders Truly Intended?
In a normal democrat election, each citizen gets one vote. If we had a nationwide election, then the votes
from lower population states wouldn’t be as important as those from higher population states. Politicians
would quickly realize that if they won the vote in the 10 most populous states or the 50 most populous cities,
they could win the election. So, they would focus their attention on those states or cities and ignore the rest.
In a nationwide popular vote, the 5 million who live in Colorado don’t mean as much as the 25 million who live
in Texas. Nor do the half million people in Wyoming mean as much to a politician as the 37 million who live in
California.
So, it would be easy for politicians to ignore the lower population states, or even worse, use them to fund
projects to help the high population states, robbing from Peter to buy votes from Paul in a sense.
The Electoral College ensures that all the states have a voice in the national election. It also ensures that a
candidate runs a national, rather than a regional, campaign. It is impossible for a politician to gain the 270
votes needed to win the election by just concentrating on the states with the largest population or just one
region. They need to create a coalition, which means that they need to pay attention to all the states — or at a
minimum, most of the states.
Some ask: “But doesn’t the election come down to the swing states?”
Not really. What makes the swing states different isn’t that they are more important than other states; it’s that
they are more evenly divided politically than the other states. California, which has the most electoral votes
(currently at 55), is 43.9 percent registered Democrat and only 28.9 percent registered Republican. So, it’s
not surprising that it’s not a swing state. The state, as a whole, votes overwhelmingly Democrat in every
election, even though there was a time when California was mostly Republican.
On the other end of the spectrum we have little New Hampshire, which is a swing state. But it only has 4
electoral votes. How, then, can it be so important? Simply because prior to 1992, the state was staunchly
conservative. But since 1992, there has been a shift, with citizens voting Democrat more than Republican in
all but one presidential election. With New Hampshire being divided politically, it is now a swing state.
Politicians concentrate their campaigns on the swing states because those are the ones where there is a
greater chance of swinging the vote one way or another. Trying to make California vote Republican or Texas
vote Democrat is a major undertaking, worthy of Hercules. But Iowa, a swing state, has voted Republican
twice and Democratic twice in the past four presidential elections.
The swing states are such because the vote of those states swings back and forth between the two parties.
Eventually, they will likely settle one way or the other and no longer be a swing state. At the same time, other
states will move away from their party affiliation to a more centrist position and become swing states.
Getting rid of the Electoral College would be the same as turning the election over to those states with the

highest populations. That would mean that unless you happened to live in one of those states, your vote
wouldn’t matter. Are you sure that you want to do that? After all, what’s citizenship, if you don’t have the
power to vote? For that matter, what’s freedom if you don’t have the power to vote?
Hillary Clinton's lead in the popular vote has topped 2.8 million, giving her a 48% share of the vote compared
with Trumps 46%. To those unschooled in how the United States selects presidents, this seems totally unfair.
But look more closely at the numbers and you see that while Clinton's overall margin looks large and
impressive, it is due to Clinton's huge margin of victory in one state — California — where she got a whopping
4.3 million more votes than Trump.
California is the only state, in fact, where Clinton's margin of victory was bigger than President Obama's in
2012 — 61.5% vs. Obama's 60%. But California is the exception that proves the true genius of the Electoral
College — which was designed to prevent regional candidates from dominating national elections. In recent
years, California has been turning into what amounts to a one-party state. Between 2008 and 2016, the
number of Californian's who registered as Democrats climbed by 1.1 million, while the number of registered
Republicans dropped by almost 400,000.
What's more, many Republicans in the state had nobody to vote for in November.
There were two Democrats — and zero Republicans — running to replace Sen. Barbara Boxer. There were
no Republicans on the ballot for House seats in nine of California's congressional districts.
At the state level, six districts had no Republicans running for the state senate, and 16 districts had no
Republicans running for state assembly seats.
Plus, since Republicans knew Clinton was going to win the state — and its entire 55 electoral votes — casting
a ballot for Trump was virtually meaningless, since no matter what her margin of victory, Clinton was getting
all 55 votes.
If you take California out of the popular vote equation, then Trump wins the rest of the country by 1.4 million
votes. And if California voted like every other Democratic state — where Clinton averaged 53.5% wins —
Clinton and Trump end up in a virtual popular vote tie. (This was not the case in 2012. Obama beat Romney
by 2 million votes that year, not counting California.)
Meanwhile, if you look at every other measure, Trump was the clear and decisive winner in the election.
Number of states won:
Trump: 30
Clinton: 20
_________________
Trump: +10
Number of electoral votes won:
Trump: 306
Clinton: 232
_________________
Trump: + 68
Ave. margin of victory in winning states:
Trump: 56%
Clinton: 53.5%
_________________
Trump: + 2.5 points
Popular vote total:
Trump: 62,958,211
Clinton: 65,818,318
_________________

Clinton: + 2.8 million
Popular vote total outside California:
Trump: 58,474,401
Clinton: 57,064,530
_________________
Trump: + 1.4 million
Here’s a handful of reasons socialism never works:
1. You cannot legislate the poor into prosperity by legislating the wealthy out of prosperity, because you
always run out of the wealthy’s money.
2. What one person receives without working for, another person must work for without receiving. That’s
called slavery.
3. The government cannot give to anybody anything that the government does not first take from somebody
else, that’s called theft.
4. You cannot multiply wealth by dividing it, therefore you cannot generate wealth.
5. Then when half of the people get the idea that they do not have to work because the other half is going to
take care of them, and when the other half gets the idea that it does no good to work because somebody
else is going to get what they work for, that is the beginning of the end of any nation.

And I am
Mr. Ed

